Great Ponds Gallery
at the Lakeville Public Library
4 Precinct Street • Lakeville, MA 02347 • 508-947-9028 • gallery@lakevillelibrary.org

Black & White Group Exhibit
June 2020

Please Print

Name __________________________ Address __________________________________________

Telephone: __________________________ Email: _________________________________

The following information is requested when your application is submitted. Images of actual art for consideration must be received by April 30, 2020, preferably as an email with JPEG attachment.

Medium: __________________________ Approximate size of pieces you plan to exhibit: __________

Please provide information that would be interesting to the public such as your art background, art organizations to which you belong or other venues where you have exhibited. This information will be used for PR purposes or displayed as “About the Artist”.

Rules:
• This exhibit is open to the public. Artists of any type and photographers over the age of 18 are welcome. (Artists under the age of 18 are welcome to take part in the Great Ponds Gallery’s Children’s and High School exhibits.)
• You may submit up to 6 pieces of art. The Gallery Arts Committee will choose from those pieces and let you know which will be accepted in the exhibit. The number of pieces chosen will depend on the number of applicants and the sizes of art submitted.
• Art for consideration can be a painting, drawing, photography, sculpture, fiber art, ceramics or you tell us and must be submitted to the Great Ponds Gallery by Thursday, April 30, 2020. Submissions may be the actual art, photographs of art pieces or (preferred) an email with JPEG attachment (not embedded in email). Each piece must be labeled with the artist’s name, title of piece, medium and price (if for sale).
• Art pieces must not be smaller than 8” x 10”. All flat work must be framed. Canvases must be edge painted. Pieces must have wires or hangers compatible with the gallery’s hanging system. ALL art submitted must be black and white ONLY (to include the frame).
• The Gallery Arts Committee reserves the right to decline work we feel is unacceptable in a public meeting room.
• Pieces may be sold via a price list created by the Gallery Arts Committee and displayed on the entry table. No prices may be displayed with the art. No art may be removed before the end of the exhibit.
• There is no entry fee. Artists are requested to donate 10% of any sale to the Lakeville Public Library.
• The dates of the exhibit are June 2 – July 1, 2020. Artists are responsible for dropping off their work by Thursday, May 28, and picking it up on Monday, July 6.

I agree to follow the rules above. I understand that the Great Ponds Gallery is also a public meeting room and that the Lakeville Public Library offers no security or liability against theft or damage. I also understand that the Great Ponds Gallery is a non-profit gallery that is not supported by tax dollars and that I am asked to donate 10% of any sale to help support the gallery and keep it open for future exhibits.

Signature: __________________________ Date: __________________________